SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL Supplementary
Underlined results represent the best performance out of all the algorithms that predict pseudoknots. Bold results represent absolute best performance.
*TurboKnot, ILM, Hxmatch, and ProbKnot can include pseudoknotted pairs in structure prediction. Other algorithms do not include pseudoknots. †TurboKnot, ILM, Hxmatch, and TurboFold predict a conserved structure using multiple sequences. Other algorithms use a single sequence. a Sequences were selected at random with replacement, so some sequences were chosen more than once.
b Pseudoknots were counted using the method of Smit et al. (2008) . Underlined results represent the best performance out of all the algorithms that predict pseudoknots. Bold results represent absolute best performance.
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*The DotKnot calculation was done predicting the global structure of the molecules, and with the ability to predict kissing hairpins turned on. †DotKnot was not benchmarked with the Group I intron. Many of the sequences in the test set included nucleotides of unknown identity. Many algorithms treat these as bases that cannot pair with any other base, but DotKnot cannot process these sequences. a Sequences were selected at random with replacement, so some sequences were chosen more than once.
*The DotKnot calculation was done predicting the global structure of the molecules, and with the ability to predict kissing hairpins turned on. †DotKnot was not benchmarked with the Group I intron. Many of the sequences in the test set included nucleotides of unknown identity. Many algorithms treat these as bases that cannot pair with any other base, but DotKnot cannot process these sequences. Group I Intron 80 24 7593 460 n/a n/a n/a n/a Total 910 667 62187 5897 9310 1986 687 181 † TurboKnot, ILM, and Hxmatch predict a conserved structure using multiple sequences. ProbKnot uses a single sequence. a Sequences were selected at random with replacement, so some sequences were chosen more than once.
b Pseudoknots were counted using the method of Smit et al. (2008) c Correctly-predicted pseudoknots are only counted if there is true positive base pair that is pseudoknotted with at least one other true positive base pair. P  80  71 8322  481  16  76  73  28  2  2  0  6   tmRNA  200  161 23346  4393  104  200  200  134  54  24  31  26   Telomerase  50  25 5244  477  28  50  50  33  0  4  17  0   Group I Intron  80  24 7593  460  36  30  80  41  2  0  0  4   Total  910  667 62187  5897  237  529  668  336  59  30  48 37 †TurboKnot, ILM, and Hxmatch predict a conserved structure using multiple sequences. ProbKnot uses a single sequence. a Sequences were selected at random with replacement, so some sequences were chosen more than once.
c Structures are considered to be pseudoknotted if they contain at least one pseudoknotted base pair.
d Correctly predicted pseudoknotted structures are counted if they have at least one true positive base pair that is pseudoknotted with at least one other true positive base pair. 

